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:The., ·mcrrti·on~.-of ~a vertically· fir.ed unguided rocket, subjected 
·. 
t?o· ~l-husq·idal_ and· random wind pro-files~ is studied. The 
) 
.b~~sic step,_i._n·: t.his study is the det_ermination of the rocket'~ 
, . . . . r___ - , - --- ·~· . .. -. . . . - . ' . ... 
. .. .. • .--- r'e'sPon~e --to. li·-· unl:t ___ inipuls~e of ·w'ind-~---~General ·'.expr-essioijs---·ar-e~~-·-.--------
.,. 
.. -· ... ' 
' 
..,.. . . 
.then deriV:e·d.~_by. dir-.·ect int.egratio11, for the ·-direction -of. motion, 
' . 
•• • ." • ..... ,,, ... ,, ·-·-~"• -:,·,~••-'•<~ 
:the angle ·of ya:W_, a-nd ·,t~he deflection from the vertical in /r 
·:~ •'-~ ~~·~-~· ... ::·•!•:• • ~••••~_-:·.~-.,~:. .. :,::~•:•:•• . .-.:·~~-.~·.:-:°' ·. ~-."_ "« :_~a"'•.·.·:~:··~~ •·• •·::·~•~•--;•~ .,. .,,. •,- _,_._.,. __ ""'~··,•:·-.·~~~-- -_,·:•• •••:.:."~., :~---~.:-~:~~' •~»:·_-.~• -'----•- •• .... ~, •,•~.'' -~,-•••••"•" •- ,_._._ •-•·•----··- ·.~ ••" • •• - ·' --P••·" --- ·_:•-----•-•••~---• • • • ::•'°-.·,~ -_--·:·.-~- - • • • ,• ~ • • ' •,,- .·: < ' '."' : ••• :,:~:.· •• :·~. ~ , • •• • 0 -·. - •--.· - ---· ••- ·•- '• • 
t·he pl_ane o·f· _the sinusoidal·.~ wind: patter·n-~ ---These~ret~u·l-ts- are 
...... , '' . ," . ' 
C - q • 
,- ,__ . . . 
<pl9t·ted ·as ·functions oft, the rocket's altitude· f'or' three re-
• ,, 
~, j 
·: I-~ • I 
~ .... . . 
' . 
-'present;ative f~equencie;; including the ,critical frequency. 
_. .- ·T-:fie m:ean ~squ-ared · va.·lue o~- the· angle· defining, the direc tton 
· · . ,, · of ·1110-t·ion of an en·semble · of rockets· is also cons.idered. 
• •,. ~· ·: ___ .. ~ ~ f ...,. • .: • • , • .: ; 
_,;_ '·' ~- '' '.·,I ' ' .~ 
.•. ' . ,, \' ! ,1 •• 
,. 
·•>.r 
: .. ·· since the wind velocity is assumed to h.ave a horizontal 
_, 
r , 
.. · r 
, .. I 
' y 
: .... : 
:,",,. ·.:: -: -
• '.{.• /' •l' : 
'_.· 
di.rection a in a fixed vertical _plane' the ro9ket 1 s motion _takes 
• , • ', r • • • • •. ,•. ,a,•• " • - • •-, •• • " • •_ , -, • - '•, • • -, 
"" · - • • ••II'._ o• • ' • • ,• • • • • • • • • ~, • '• "' \o " - ' ' • ' • " • •. • 
place 6n1y· i~ fhat'-~lan~. However, the results can be applied 
rt ,)} 
t·.q: any :wind .. _. veloc-ity whose direction varies wi:th altitude 




·btft re.rnains ·horizont.al bec·ause the response· to· each of two 
· mu-t·ually. :perp-en-ditiu:-1:ar eo-mpon~nts .. :.o!' horizontal .wind can ....... , .......... " ...... - . . -
. { . 
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be c-omputed separa,.t~-'ly a:nd·. then added vectorially to, obtain 
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··statement and outline of the problem 
- - -.] . 
)''"· 
..:.>, . 
"0 _ .__~-----,.,~--~--""---: ...... __________ ... ~,------ ~e .~~:~ght of a rocket can be divided into three· phases-, -,, . , 
,, ' • ' ""·'·-•·••-•""'°'"•"••• ..... •,.., .. .-,,,~.--,.., .... ~-•·-·- ... -"-"'"::"""''"I',,_,·, "·-"'""·''·'-'····;···-:·'""·J'~·-•-----,..~:~·-••r .. •e-.•-,••·••·-.•,..,•~ .. '-,.., _,.,,._,.. ____ ,~._ .. ,,.,-. .. ,.,_•;···•"···""'"-.,..,_,.,.. ,.~_••••• , ..• (, _, ··-···•· • ,, ~·--· ··-•-·• - .... ,.: ... .,.,.,,., ,: .. ,.,.·--··· ''~ ,,,,;,: ..... ,,M,•"·••'""::.,.,., . .' •• ,,. .. •' • • 
, . The·.first phase begins when the rocket engines.are ignited 
~ ~ 
, 
-~-nd -ends when the rocket leaves the ·1auncher •. The second 
(. .. .. . .... 
. , I~~ ·' . y .• ·, • 
......._ .. . . . 
phase. b_egins at this time and ends when. the -rocket engiI1es 
" . \t..o/. ~ ... f}; . . .. . . . 
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t')he ~ock8t .hfts the ground or_ it~. \~get.( .. · .. 'i .. . .. 
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We are going to determine the · ben.~vio:r /.7or_· a VE:l-~,ti~ally 
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Our, second step is to de~~rmine_ the com.piete behavior 
-~ · -----·. -~o-_f .a· )'?°ocket subjected to a wind profile which -va..ries- .. s.inu-
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Figure 1 
Descr-ip~tion of the Rocket's 
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is the distance that it. has 
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veered from tne vertical drawn 
' - . 
thro~ugh ~he iauncher, a-nd r-
is the distance it has traveled 
along its -traje.ctory. The 




9:ngle that the_ rocket axis makes 
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·gr?ntl7f ~xaggor.qtes the angles involved., it .does shoV\l t~ ·. 
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positive sii~n con~ention we ,vill use. Also, ,the angles are 






.. In passing, _we ant1Qipate our results· by saying th&t figure 
l'l \ • I 
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• . <..., " 1 shows q~alitatively how the rocket wo11ld behave if the 'wind· . 
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were blowing from righ~ ·to left ip the vertical plane. - (The 
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I, We will forget about the·effe6ts of wind for the time 
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. Jbeing and turn our attention to~the behavior of an ideal rocket 
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· to lay ·a founda.tlorf f'dr urlderstanding 'ihe roc\[~t I s motion in 
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. ..,: ' - W·ind. · We begin-,·by wr-:i~ing~ d·ow-tt ·t.he comple·te equat.1-o.n.~. of · 
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motion for a no·n ... ide·a.l. ·ro'c.ke·t in its. powered ·flight;. :an5} para-_. __ ._ ( ~ J 
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<;ioxically enough, these equations a.re based·· on the as·sumption 
that there is ·no wind. After we reduce· these·;·· equati,o,ns to 
.. int·egrable form, we will dete-rmine their ·s.q_:.tµtions _in_ terms -~· '..'. ,.- . ' . - .... _, . r- .... 




~ ~ ........ _}N_hJch we. wil_l make ... great us~~- thereafter. Once this 1-s.,..c.bdone, · ·· r·. . .. . . . .. 
we will return to the, effe·ct·s of wind, for_ then ,'le w111..:hav.e , · 
f> 
- .......... ,. all the necessa~y tools -at our·d1sposa.1.-···- ···- - _:_. - ..... -.··- .. ·-······· ..... . 
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- ' 1.3. ' ' _· . . *' -Tl1e fundamenta·l eq11ations of motion of the· rocke,t : · 
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Applying .N~wton' s s~cond law o:r motion to the rocl{&t · 
-a.l.orig and perpendicular to the .direction of its motiori, · and 
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... -· .... · S:urhrn1.ng .... the . torque-a .for the angt1lar acceler-ation, · 1!1 that, 
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, i} See reference 1 section .3 .24 pages ·-81- and ·82. 
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In addition we have 
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.. : ... _, ·:. - \'-,... depend on· the :Collowing, quantities: 
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.. ,: m = mass of rocl\et __ ~-
..... 
- ·G, =· acc~'l.§ration due to jet forces a_lo-n:e 
t = acceleration of gravity _ · · 
_ Ct> = ae~o dynam'i C dre.g ~O ~.f.f~g;_i~n._t_. _________ -·--·---· ........ ·", .. ~ .. , ...,_.,_,_ ; .. ~------=~:·.-~----~ .... , .. _ .. 7 .... ·-·.------:~, •• :.:·- 7 -~~c':~ .,, .. , ~---- .. ~,~ •m ---~,.: ., -rk· 
,-- . __ .:_;:-··-····· -- -;<:> -= -d-ens,1·ty·· or--·a:rr- . .., 
· . · ,4 = cross-sect;ional area of_r·ocket 
· C1· = a·ercdynamic lift coefficient , 
,.;;, So = the angle between launcher and -ground 
~\-\= rnar~ni t1_1rle of angular malalignment 
C~ = ~erodynamic .. damping moment coef:ficie_nt 
~ ti:;· over-all length of rocket 
·. l<Io= jet damping, t·~rqu& coeff ic ien.t . _ 
I<.. = radius· or· g"Y'!'at·ion about transverse axis _througli rmass center · 
c")= aerodynaµiic restoring moment coefficient , - ",, 
RM= magnitude of linear malalignment r, 
$0 = aerodynamic fin._ma~alignment 
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Since our rocket is launched vertically and . is. assumed -
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to have- ~o malai1gnments what-so-ever; ~quations (1.1) through 
- ·1-:,.- . . • . .. • 
-~ ., .. ., (1 •. 4) iIIllTlediately re.duce to·_ 
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····· For .la.ck of more ap-pr·op~ia.te words, we now quote from .. ,.~.;, .. ,.,,, I 
l'"'t,<'"' '" . .... . • ' 
' . . -~-- .- ~ . ·__ -·, . __ J 
- -· .. · - --Rei'erencfL 1, p :-- 85, Sec t1~ri 3 .1: "The actual 'in tegrati~; ' ----- ·'~ __ :_ - -
qf the~.differentia.l equations_(5) thro.ugh. (8) as · , ,. .. _ . · 
they stand is a ho.peless task;. for none of. the ·· 
, ~. 
;,. ' 
· qu~ntities{')JI<.-, ~J .. ,·~emains.strictly constant ... .. 
dur.ing the· burning ·period. Similarly .9 the ~ero- ' 
-""~ dynamic coeffici.ents will vary with velo-eity, .. . . 
.. ,:._ · · ·to reduce_ the equations to integrable form it is · · ·"' ii' 
ne9essary .to·· assume that the.se ·quantities remain ~ 1 
constant du".t'ing burning. Moreover one I s knowledge · i 
'\ 
.of the true variation of some of the qyantities 
"' is usually so meager,·that the assumption of cqil-
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of m or.~ ; but for r10ckets in which the propellant 
.mass is a relatively small fraction, say one fifth, 
of the total mas~ the effects of the .variation ·of M j'r I<.. are negligi~le compared to the effects of 
~ariations. of ~.r ./ 
Discarding.negligible terms:* 
······ .!... ,-• ·········-··· - -- -~---. -·····-··-····--·-·-· •.... ····-···~---------····-~---~ .. ·-··-······------ .. ·-····· 
. ·\:·. "Yi,.~"':: .. -<\:-, .. _:··i:_;,1.~ 
Fortunately, the terms that make the ·1ntegration of 
the equation~ h~peless can be· neglectie''c:t'when compare·a···t·o· , .. 
other terms. The -first · su·ch term· is. the force of drag, 
j . 
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·-11- Fo'r a d·etailed d·i·frcussiori of these,, terms, see ·refe,rence 
1, pages 86 and 93. , ~t· 
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\ ~ i C0 (J/llcif)Z, in equation (1-5)., Here, m~ >>JC0 pl(j{)'-. 
The second term to be eliminated is the force of lift, 
' . , 
Here again, m~[ >>J~l'A/1{) { ; 
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at· least d11ring the early part of burning when the major features 
1" 
or the motion are determin~d~ · 
, . .:Fina.lly-, --in. equation {1-7) the second terin fs negligible 
f 
.,J 
· compared to the _third. te:rm for the. \enU,re bur:_p~ng _period. 
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lo5• · Reduction of the equations:* , .. ... . . . ·. -~ .-,r. 
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With any set of initial conditions for the distance of 
-~•••• •••••«•>s••• r••>'-"'"•••••r••"' ••••<"•"••~·,-·/ ,
0
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~- travel, equation (1-9) completely determines r as a function 
• ) •·'··••,.'•·!•Ir 1 • 1 • ! 
. r . : 
of' time. Once· we find"as a function of time, we substitute 
. :,. . ? .. 
it into equations (1-10) and -Ji:11::y;~- Then these two new equations, 
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together t-Yi th oq_1Jr~ t ton· ( 1-12 ), \'I ill gi Ve US three S imul-taneOUS, 
I 
linear, independent ordinary differential equations for the 
three a~gles -- t;tJ, _a and . 8 • ~- ___ --·-- --- -------- ~-- -;-_ 
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-"._ -- \Ve now make the,. perfectly natural assumption thatr· the. 
, 
iauncher is fixed to the ground. -Hence, we have the initial 
"-- . 
conditions for the distance of .·travel r=J{= O ·at -1:-::o • Re-
calling that ~ is assumed constant.., equation (9) then g1!ves us .. 
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I" .• Actually, ~J 4.s very nearly constant during the important earl$ 
-, s.:t·age.s. o:f- bu·rn-ing, - ~~'c.ording·. to-reference -1', -~ page · e~- •. -_ --··. 
-
. ~ , • I,: • 
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.. _ N·ow that r 'is aet~rm:l:ned for the complete burning period 




~ (1-10) and (l_-11:) t.o _g_et l 
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f We now make our final .a_ssumption that .3 = I ' while making ~ ! 
I 
- . ' )-· th.a _f j.rtal_ preparati.on_ for--.·integr~ tion of the . equ~tions ~with th~· _· · ... 
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following definitions: I -
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S.ha~. the dimension of 1.ength and (;_is·~- dimensionless .measure_ 
. . ~f time;. T}ie constants) t.s and ~ are k;nown as t!iJL~hara.ct~r- .. 
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,·_,., _ •• :·· -~ r is tic t .. 1me and velocity, respect-ively. - .or course, these definitions . · . 
are somewhat artificial at this ti111e. But, -shor-tly, (,1-18.) 
.• 
• 
. ,i - -
, .... , .... : ... ~n.q·: ( :t~l.9) w:ill -:pr:o~re _ to, ... ·P~ - 'very s'ignii'ic.ant and ··convenient .... -
. ,,-:'. ---·-·---- ...... --- ....... 
' ., ... ,.'. ~ ....... , ,_ .,..,_ .. ,.~-·,-·~ ' .. " ... -~- ··--,.' ·-- :_·_ ... , . : ~.--, - .... , -
- SUbSiitU.ting (1-19) into equation li'""i4.);-th.8, distS.IlC,e .. · 
. ,., -,, ... ,,· ; ·\ 
.• . 
) t~av,le.d by the ~ocket is given by. 
l~. 
·· , r = S C- 2 . . . . (/-2~) . . 
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We now compl·et,e · the reduction· of the equat~ons by sub-
stituting {1-18) and (1-19) into equations {1-10) and (1-11),a.nd I . "' , . 
..... ... ll -
rewrite ~quation_{l-12). Thus I 




l't, .. • . , I/ ' .. 2 'Z. I 
.. r:() . + II 1T C:- J :: o 
... . . 
/. '!-I 
.... 
. r~-e -l == 0 
... l.· 
. ,., .. 
...... 
. ~qu11t.d.~,ons (l..;.21), (1-22) and (1--23} are thre·e independent,. 
. ' 
- ~ - --·-
.. \f ·.• #-:. 
-. 
linea·r, simultaneo-us, ordinary differential· equations for the,· ' 
. ·. ,:·three angles.{)' e 
j I/, '. ''"'"'"~'-,.,,.,,.,,~·:;;~'.~~·:·,I~•:•,·,• ,.f. ' I I 
-:. 
. --d_:.fnieri~ionless ,time-, ~ , 
. i I" 
and S • The i~ciepenq.ent variable ~s the 
. _ ..... . 
-----------:---~ ...... , _______ ~. '-
and differentiations with r~spec:_~: -~~ _ 
", 
. c> 
it are, denoted· by primes·· 
/J " . \ 
e ( • ' 
~ ' ' 
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Equat1.ons' (1-·21), (1-22), and (1-2)), govern th·e bel1nvi,.)T'_ , 
of an unguided, ideal roc~et which is fired vertically fro~,-· 
- -a st-a~Ioriar·y launcher into still air. For· a more detailed 
'\ 
_.discussion of· the reduction of· the equations, see reference 
' ,..,. , 4 ;..;.. • l .., -. .. ·r· ··~ 
-
1 pag~s 81 thrdugh 96~.~-
1.6. Ge~;ral solution for (/} 1 9 and b •* 
~ 
El_iminating <f} from eouS:tion (1-21) by means· of equat.ion. 
~ ' ; . h · ... ~<~:~;_): .. ::;: .... -- ... ,,-----~::: .. : .··, '.' .. :~· - ~--~. .. : 11-:- • . . ·---- ·-•. _:. '.. ~:_- . ··-·,-·'"·-'&·•···--····--···--·,-, .......... ,,, ...... :··". ·C• ............ : .... ; .·- ------··. ·---·· 
c1~23) and tlie e· that this proc·e~s introduces by means of· 
• , . I 
i,:•r~ .. ,(_- • ,. . 
. equati~n (1~22)·, we ·get an equation' in cS alone, n~mely 
I • • 
..,, 
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II / 1; · ·' 1.. I ). ~ 
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Flna.lly·, ~sing equ~tion W20), r:: ..st..,_ , to, change the inde- .. 
' ' 
. ., ....... :,,:~ .. 
... . . .. ;: .... ~ ...... 
. ' -~ 
; ·: .·· .. -~. ·2tnd -. fts s·ollition · 
' ' . , 
;..-1,• 
. ·-where ,4 and //2. 13-re_ e,):'bi trary constants •. "r~-, .. .-,· "_w~f' i ,. 
\ 
:- ... !t. 
J . 
... ··,·:'·•.· 
·-'.) . ' .. 
* See ref ere-nee 1.·, · pag-es 96 ahd 97 ~----~·_: \ \: ' 
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... ~ 
· .. And now .. the·-s·i-gnificance of the ·quantity '5 can be seen. 
Indeed, the yaw oScillates, in a·_~da,mped f ashiori, with a wave 
'i 
4 
10Iljth ·,or S in space. !~ turns out that this happens in all 
r 
~ 
stage.s of the rC>cket•s free.flight 'and''the ,d'istance '5 is calle'd 
- r 
the waye length of yaw or .the yaw oscillation dist~nce. 
\ 
. . 
. C.hangin.g tp.e indep·endent ·v;9.'riable back to the ,:·athne:nsion- ·~ 
-~ - -
-~ - ~•- -
•-•- --~- --~
t_•--- 0 •--••--•-•- r' 
J ' ' ., 
· .· ·. ,··; , . .. :.·, · <;Less time, ~ , . . the yaw becom.e s . , ...... 
,,..· 
{;- 2?). . 
. . . . . ~ ~:-- ' ~-
. /' 
·--=-=.-.. 1--- ~ "' 
:using equations (1:.23), {1-22),··and thtf~efint·t:1t>n (1·~25) 
' 
• l,j~ • .-
- ·----------···-•¥ .·., .~- ··--····· .. -···-----··-· 
. 
~· 
:in. that order, .,we get . 
-
.,. ". . 
.'·- ,; • 1• · · • -~ , ' ·•• , 
•. 
Q • • 
·' 
. . 
. 1 . t. '· . 
Substi.tµ._t·iI1g r=.S G into.· equation (1-26) · and differentiating 
:: ·r,., 
rf) l . -
-
~ ... .' . 
. ·, 
. f - . 
' 
. . L 
-~ 47T~ ~,,., ~TIC + 47!/Ji Cru ?77~2 
. l, . 
• ' 0 
q}(~) = - ~7TiJ1 S(zG)+ ~'lT/lzC(ir;)+lt..1 
•-:•-. 
(;-;9) 
' ' ,~ ' 
· .... :·,...... ' ............. ,;,;_ ................. , . . .. ·-· . . .. -
wh~.r~ S and C are ~h~ o~dj_~;;y ;~;~I1e1 1Ilteg~als ci~t'ine,d by · -··. ·-· ·;
,-~r ...... . 
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-The expressions (I-27),. {l-28), and (1-30) are the 
general solutions to the differential equa~tions (1-21), 
''. "" .. · ·. -' . ---....,<h--....,-,e,,,.-.1 ..... ,, .. \,;.1'.i(,,t,;;.i;.:l<'ili,1.f.&•.1....!,,U,;_~..1·.;r.;.,,..l:.t.~;r-~,,:;,Ui1'(~1,'""..--""''"-""'""<ka~-.• ~ ... ~.: .... ..,_,, ___ .:._ 
(1-22), and (1-231. They contain three arbitrary constants ~ 
--\ . 
-of· iritegratio~, /I, -, 1 , A3 , to be deter:inined .. from initial . . . ./ 
~ ' 
condition~~ oui next step. 
. 




' The dete~mination of
1 
the ·arbitrary constants. ofbl integration: 
. ,_. . . , · 
. . 1'~1 
- . • , :A -A " -A · . 
-_____ . _' .... ---~----.·,-~,.:..__ .. _· _____ '. ___ ., .... _ .. -··--To· d1:rt(frmine·~·tl1Ef thre.Ef·:a.rb_-·itrar·y--··constant_·s-~·-r_ ..... ,J ·-· h_.--~~· --·r,_·-- ---·----.. -----. 
· .· . . . . 
· ·. . . . . _ . I t ~--. . J .... '3 1 . . . . . . 
,. '~ ··- .,. <\-. '"y, ~ • C. for any flight, we need three independent intitial c·onditior1s.·"··~··-:- .-~ ... --.· 
- I 
. · ·. .. . , It will be aim.pl.est to .spec.ify r:/l ! rfJ. . and 6 at the time they -----------·::: 
, are applied to the roc,lc.et. Now, normally </), # 1 and ~ are 




speclfied at t.he ins~ant the constraintsJ of the .launcher are ·, 
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' th;··launcher at the dimensionless time ~==-(f).z givel'l. b;··~(lua- · · -·. - - -, .· 
tion (1-20.), slnce we beg,iri counting time ·when the rocket engines 
are ignd.teci in the la~ncher. And it is at this "time"·, ~,, , 




not n/ rc:al / .' ry to' choose the initial conditions at ~,,; it is ~~ \ 
' 
. . . I 
. 
merely sufficient to specify q} , q) and & at any instant, ~ 1 
·:-'- ,-a;. iOng' as ·~. ~· ~,. '·~ Indeed; there maY l'l~t be any initial 
"\ 
disturbance until longafter the ~ocket ~as left the .launcher. ~ .. . tr f' . ·-·~ · · . 
in which case, the rocket would tr,vel directly up the vertical 
-until it received some sort· of kick causing it to veer away .. 
' . fro~ the vertical th~r~after. In fact, this is prec~sely what 
. / ' .. . . happens .when the rocket encounters wind in· the form- of~ an im- .. 
~~~t>-~·~··>· 
• f'',I" 
. , . 
.,. 
-·, 





• I pulse, hehce the reasorj.:,ror ttnr s.ubscriPt, J.. ' on f...i. • 
. ·~ ... \.. ' ' 
.. 
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--~---~·-~~~.~~ -~~-4_~h~ra~--~-v~L . ·-- I 
..., =------.-.......-----";~·==1:1 
.. of {JI f I, a:nd ~.at an arb~trary Villue Of_ ~ and SUbS1tituting :\> ,,. fl 
4 it' 
. . ... , _it~e·results into equations (1-27), (1-28), and (1-30), one 
- .. ·--"""'"-'"''"~ .... ~ .. ,,,:~"''~=="=""="'-"c,~'=~---~7.-~:·-c•-;·--- - . - c··-- .. ,--.. ---~--;,_'--'-''~cc'·~~ .. =--;,,,-·------·-'•---,.,_., .. , ___ .. ___ . ____ '--------~-- -- .---'-' ------ .. ·----~:-_---.~ ....... __ --···-· . --· .. - . • .. _ ...... -· ------_·· - -.-: ~-_-__ '_"'.·-· .. · ··:_ 
····-;;-'-'- ··--' ' -. to' • ' ··-· -·--~----.--·-····oi:.:·f 
obtains the complete,. formulas for the behav\or of'_ the roc_!{e,.t' s 
~)~ . 
.f - , 
~ 
- _.., -~-- -- ·-- ·--· -- --- ' h 
angles in the most general case. But, this sledge-hamme~ 
approach would defeat eur purpese he-Pe-. .. -- -
. .;_ 
I 
( V, i't • • 
, · We choose, instead, to split the initial conditions into .. 
.. .. . . 
1 . 
·, 
. . . I . . 
:.__,_.-:_ __ , ______ '" ________ · _ thrEHLJ)ii:rts_, _t~;-$.-_f)_-J~_LO~ -~__,_O,J,'__a.ndc__r.o 'Q , SJ~. s.-o_· ---,--.. ·~·'·"_ 
- =="'--,-=,-,-.,~.,_P--~-z_~~-~--~-1:'I- -· -----· .;. I • ,;, , .. \. 
tha·t the spe~_ific. effect ··of eac.h of. the ihitial- (}O~ditions , 
.. , .. ~: 
I 
,_;-e_rentia.-1 ·equa:tions. (1·-21) through {1~23) ar'e linea·r 1·n·the 
\ 
·-·. ~. . . •. . -· ·- , .. :·· ... ,;. -·. .. . .. ---· .. 
' . - -···· ·--.--~- .. _,, , 
- ,_ 





. . . 
-·from the three sets· of initial conditions can be super im-
/ ~ 
I • . .. 
-,-co:;,c--c:.:~-~·-. --~~~TcFc<-c~-~~=-rl.?.Q~s3ft,~~-t.g:~,.g-l¥.ft~:thft _____ c..glllR-l~~--t~ ........ S:.Olllt~i,o.n .... ,c.orr.e .. sGI)Qild~ing,:,:-~9-...... ~~h_El_., .. ~ .... oc~~,.~,~~·.7=c:;-·,~s~cc~~7c,;-~•-.. ~·:-~.--,-- •. ,. 
general set of initial- condi tionS ( cp, cf)', iS } • • · . . . . ..., 
We now -s·tat.e -the resuit·s of _ determtning the t:hre·e, arbi- · ·· 
.. 
:tf.ary- -eo:nstan~S from equati~ns (1-27), (1-28),a)and {1-30) for 
'· 
. - ,__,.~-- -
the three set.s o.f· initial condition's. .,,. 
' rf there is n initia
0
l cross-pointing" . tf)= e , f~ J= 0 at ~-=6~ 6-31), 
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the resulting motion is given by 
' 
~c~k}) ~ · · <fd 1 Ll1(~ ~) ·, 
·, :,.I 
cP(0.};) ~ {l' ~(r:~ G) '• -~ 
/ 
., ' 
' .,.,, .. 
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:~~_::·, -·
1
-~-~: •.. ·_ - ' ~r:~h~re -i~ ,,j,~1-t1~l· y:~»-~ -/~~s~-,--#-= f-~~' a/ -~::i;' __ .· -:7~3;;-,'~---~-·--=---:::~ 
.. ,). 
.... . · .. · 
• I 
~ ..... ·. ·c···"'-:~the rresul ting moti.on is g\x.~n by 
r 
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· s(~.;,.)~J = i~ L}1 (~.Jc) 
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e(o;,/;J = f ~ <~,) -~-- ... ' ;;. ,, 
' . 
.. . . . . 
,.,_... Her~ ~e define. the charagte:r1Stic functions which, are lisplayed ,.. 
. ,--in th
4
·~-e three "sets o,f mot
6
1ons give.n by (1-31); {1-32); (1-33)~ ) .. 




' .6ip(r;~?;) = 0 6-3t) 
~ (;,r;;) = I 6-38) 
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Lls~') ~ .. f co:5 2.'IT(~~t) ' .. '/(, - 't3) 
. " , 0 . --/ ~ (~6)=. 2116;, {[ct26)-C(1c(ij.s1n ?11c}·-[s(2r)-Sf2~vcr;s~1. , ...... {I ~-!_•t_-~-~--
J ! 
,('€., r;) = _2t{[rcc11c-)-c~~)-7!1;G:fa,,,2"&:-~{S(2& ;-s(28;_~+ '°':-ff )co;;. ,rc/j (1 - f6) 
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. -The .. cliaraqteristic runct:i.ons ar~ designated by capital 
.. ... 4t1?.-
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" ~1etbers, aug:merited by the· subscripts, cl ,f , b , which represent, 
,.. - . · _ _,, r · ' •\ 
d ' • : -/ . 
~'espec"t_ively, "initial cross-pointin~g", -_"initial mallaunching"', 
1!!,. • ~ J -:, 
artd "in.it i_al yaw", :Crom which; they ar.ise. In words, the -chara.c-
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, ' , . : . ' . ,.. ~ ~ . 
,,•·. '..J: 
.. '-~~: .. 
..,, 
_ teristic fµnctions ·give tp.e motions resul t_irtg from unit values , 
I , 
o-f 11 init.11al, cross-point",·-( r/1, ~ t', (~) = ( I , 0 ,O ) , "initial 
._,,;,. 
~al launching", ' ( Cli , rf)J, , ct, ) -.,: ( 0 , I , 0 ) , . and. 11 ini tiai y~wft, 
' ( f ,-cp/, ~ )=; (0,0,1), a.i ~=C::. 
~ r:. "' .1,,(J- • 
Finally, vve can \vri te dowri th·e general solu_tion for the 
.1 
motion ·of a _vertically_ launched ·ideal rock_et, which is deter-
f- .. • ... . ~ 
_.,. • .. .r ..._ ~ 
-_ ·•._ .. - . . : •.. -.· -·. ·. . - ·'ii,·, -. . .. . . --- . . ----··· •,. ·- .. , - ' . 
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:·. . .. -together W..,,.,.,,_ the arbit!:'ary initial conditions __ ( ·~ , {!: 1 , ~ .. ) . 
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functions·.· 
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Hence, -if the,.initial condi.t.:fons'--·-are -g-iven by., 
. ·' .. 
. ' ~"' , . . 
.-. 
. .. - , ·:, .. ' . 
,,~ . .,, . ,,.. . 
I 6 -46), . 
, :; •. .::- . 
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-. ·; t:ne r~lS;lll_ting motion Will be gi_Ve~ __ ,_by 
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TJIE IMPULSE RESPONSE FUNCTION 
! 
-17- ·. , 
• . • d 
. . 
.. ~ .' :.:---~-~-------_..:;_.,..~..z.; ____ _..,.. __________ _.__,. __ ~------------------------- - ...... --····--··-·-···-··--:-·····--·····-· -· ---------------
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·_. , •. '!.. . r 1, 
2.1. Introductign 
' In this section we.,·will. develop ou_r .tundamen~tal result, 
~ - . \ .. . 
the solution· for the rockets direction of motion when the 
• 
rocket encoun~er.s a unit · impulse of wind, J ·, From here on, 
~ . , . - . . 
we will call_. -this solution tl,le impulse respons'e· function·,·_. •'• 
' 
... 
· ·· ana · denote ft· by h,(C£r:). specrr1:c~11y; ·· l,~ (~> ~)"'ls JhEi ~-:: -- - -
.value of e a.t "time" ~ caused by· a unit irripulse of wirid occurr-
- -
.:~:-~ -----·--: ~ -· - ::i·· :·:--'.:·: :" ·:~:: .... ::-·:::::.-:::·~.:··-·::;.: ;::· · .. ·-l:~g-~_:: .. ;1;-t.- " -'-' · t ime·''- . · ~, • r · · _. . _ _ , , ., __ -...•.. ,.: ..... ,-v=,~·,.,~.- ,.,.,. •""'· ···''·.c·.;-••····--· 0r..:.;·''•6.,.~ '"" ··''·'"' --- •- < • • ,,.,,,o-.-•••-••os--. '• 0 -• 0 ,. < ··-· • - .. ····•· ' ., ••• I __ 4· -:: .. 
__ :;;,, . ' 
" If U is used to denote the wind v·el.:oc·ity, a unit impulse 
::-,. 
-~ - . - -· - .. ; 
·, 
-· • :• .r ,•M O. •.• •' • :... • ; ; 0 -~-
, .. 
... ,., 
• · o·.f wind· which occurs at the dirnen:sio-n.less time ~ -~ .is defined 
. ~-s follows: 
(2-1) 




"'.::· ·-····· .. 
,l i .;. ~.: .-· ~,.:, ;... 
·w··111 be ·r:the value or eat "time"~- _since the differential 
-~· 
E3:q"Q.ations are 1 inear. . . .,.,- . Likewise_, if there are a number of 
• 
0
-· :·· - ' ;impulses with areas A, , .. • ·, A11 , then ,41 h6(~t;'°)+• •i+'1,11,(~~)- - - ,_ 
In particular, . 
' ' ' 
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w~ can consi~~r'~ continuous wihd pattern to be·made up of 
____ .. ____________ --·-· -._-. ---inf-in i-titl;r-:111any -impul-s-e-s,~ ae h ha-v-1:ng , a~ of· · tJ {l;JJ~ ,----..s!"t.lo-----,-
'· ..... · ... ·.. 7 . thatfl,(t:;:,r:)u~)Ji:;· will be 1?he value .of e at 11time 0 .. ~ • Hence, 
~,. . I' 
the response to a continuous wind pro~ile is given by 
\ 
·• 
,\ -r- . 
---..... "' 
I · · e(&;.")=-Jut{) h8 (~c-)d~ 
. ~ 
. I 
. {R-!) ... 
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Consideripg a ;ontini:lous wind Profile a.~'·'t ae1"f&ti of impµ.Ises .· ········· 
Su.pp9se no1.v tl1.at the- \"/:L~ld \Vere' blowin-g vvit'h ur1i.t: ·ve.locity • 
. Then 'by e_q:u.a·tion"(2-2)·, vte-.-nave the ~espon~e to a c(:>:ns:·t .. ant unit 





-~ _.,,...... . . 
' 
l:' "' 
tq(~)-c-) = / 1;,(~6) j~' 
~ - . 
(2-3) 
Differentiating equattori (2-3) with respect to t·he lower lirnit._; 
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in the 'launching "time"·d,~, would produce t·he small i'ncr'ease·;·"·"·:·""-'""'''·"'"'•····--:··.r 
. 
-
qp, J~ . ' in e., at_·· Jht 0i~e" ~ ; but this is 'the same thing as d6p 'P 
asking: How much fs -e, d;creased if we delete the very f {rat 
-
impulse· of wind? Since the magnitude 
.J "), - -
of the first impulse 
' ' 
the ,_rocket receiv8s is (J}cl~ , the. answer to the question is 
. I . . . 
·that· e,. de:cre,ases by· (l'JJ~ i~,i) • · Hence,· +d~ :: + ~~== -J,,,dq., · ------
. : .. - . a~ . . .. 
·~ . . . 
which is equivalent to equation (2.;4). Thus, we are led to 
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1~ Suppose we· have .. a. constant wind velocity, tJ. , from right'" 
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immediately since they are valid, only for a· s.tationary air. · 
However, if we consider a set of axes which move with the air 
. \ 
., 
.an!l_ parallel _to our fixed X'-.-2 axes~ t~e solutions in the intro- . • 
~- ' /' ~ 
duct ion would then be . valid for these moving coord-ina tes. So 
_::,,;J • ''d--
. .-
let Is determine the direction of motion wi£h respect to .the 
movi~.g air.··· iTi1e: subsc~r:ipt a will be used to denot~ quantitie.s 
. 111. ·the: ·rnov·i·ng frame of reference; .while the subscript O will. 
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Figure 
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4-esi_gnate ··qua-nti ties in the statio~_~ry reference frame. 
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:)--a s·hows the situation at la11nching time as seen by a station-
ary observer; and fi'gura 3-b· shows what an observer would' see 
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~igure. 3 _ _.~ Figure 3·_-b ··· 
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-... ·:. in .Moving Air ._ ._, ·:·for· ·Mov·ing -Launcher ······ ·· ·· ... , ....... ,. ....... · .•. -L 
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·A·s ··the ·-rocket l~a.ves the la1.inchet·l·- in the stationary: air · 
' . 
'·--~" ........ ,_. .. ,.-.. .,,-~ 
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fr og.r1gµre J~b,.it pas an initial direction ot m9ti9n €?,-:e-¢·-_-J - '.. 
:" : , '-·~ arld an initial orient.atlon of rt=(?. But since 1!=- ~rJ;. , 
--~----C~----C-,J;,;-=·~;-·;ith ;~sp;ct·t~--the air. Also,, the_ l~u~eher i~ not 
p ·; . 
~("";... 
rotating. at any time, so· that the, :rocket .h:as no initial an-
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of "initial yaw" 
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Hence, by equat;·:t.o:n:s· 
.~,.; 
(1-:J .. 5) apd (1-36) 
~(&;}) = -{B;f~~) , (I·.-~ 6). ··. 
I • &.,d 
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g:f:ves the direction of motion with respec·t to the moving air. 
• a ,J . 
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.C-\.; . We can determine the d-ir·ection of mo.tion ·in the ·sta'tion-
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eornbll1.1n.g ~quations fZ.6)· and (2,7} w.e h~Ve the. de$1fedresult . 
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q.roppi.ng the subsctipt O on 8veryth.ing except a~ Vie' rewrite 
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.. · C ca:useq. by a_ co~stant v1ind velocity, GI,, from righ:t to le:rt. 
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It turns out that (:)~0:f'or.all ?r~~' so that t}:~8-i,OCKet al1;1ra.ys '"· .... - ... ,, ....... ~ 
. . ······---·------· ~- ·-·
-··'-----··----·-··-· ·-·--·····------ .. - .. .,. . ·--
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points into t<he wind. 
· __ .· 2:,3. · Determiriat ion of . hs (~ r) : ._ ' ' 
. --~~ . -- . . -~ 
. '-- Setting (),=/,·substituting (2-9l into (2-4), a11-a swi-t.cl:rin~ 
·; 
.. , .. · from ~ to ~ we get " :"'· 
.· ·:t 1 ._. ; ' ' 
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Upon· examination ;.of equat .. ion (1-42), we see that {2-10) reduces 
.. 
to-. .J' 
:. - ' 
-~--
\_ ___ ., 
.... 
From th;s I.'&sult .and equa1:;:ions (~-34) and (1 .. J3t"""'we dedu)e 
. ·:··.,, .... _. ..... ,... ·. . . • ... ,,. . . . .. . : - . . .. .. r., 
- . . . 
.. . . --·· •· . , .. 
. . . . -
. •' - .. ~ 
that th~ -motion re~ulting from the· actiorf of ·a un_it -imptilse · 
~-
.. 
-of wind is that of "initial ~allaunqhing''. _That is, the im-
. . ) ..... ._ . .. 
.. 
' , : .. 
t.o :the. rqcket 
,·' - . ' ·: ,.."·· ~ . -- . . ' ~, '. . ..., ' :-.._,) .; 
pulse 'imparts an angular velocit;· / ;· ifJi ~ - itlT ~ (2.:.12) 




at.: the instant the impulse acts. · It follows 
. ':\ ~' .. ' . 
· ·th.en from .equations (1-33) and (1-34) that the response· of 
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f!'JJ" e I .,, ~ 
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··:·""' '•. (2-11). 
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Sit1c·e·, by equation (2-11), the initial angu_l-.·a.:r .vel_ocity ____ ,,, l-
' 
•. 
'• . !· • - .• - • . . 
- -- •. gi-v'en: ··to' ·the rocket "by;· ari impulse. of wind is· pro:portional 'to 
(' /. 
'\ ..... ·. 
. ' . ' . .., 
-~he, -tlrtte< aj:; .\rhlt\li the .irn/f)~J.lse acts, o~e woul·d expec.:t t.ha:t -t~~~-~" 
"-1•. high ... ai~titude- ·.Vv:in._ds ··\'lfo·11l-d_":,·have·:. tl1e··-_·greatest, eff·e·crt· .on th~ ' ,, 
rocket .• J311:t t,h:is· is· ·not ·trtte- at all.-·.·-... . - : -. . .• ! • ' . . . - . ' ' • 
., 
·;: .· --:Tlie· 'Irrtpti1:s<3: 'rJfS 116r:S i/ ·ft)Jact1c)n·,."' Ii\.: ,- has' been. \J:1·0-t-tcd :9~3:.-' ·a 




~~of ~r·it;U:l")e . _5 sllO\V r10',0T (} b.v.:t.lds 1~~-.. after tl1e ·roclret~ .en.c·ourtter:'·s· •••• ~ .... ., •.•• .,,.... •:• !, • ' ,! ·> !t 
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I 
• 'J·. 
_an in1pulse of \1V'ind • Iiere it ·'i.S :Se.eh that· ~·an. 1nipuls-e -9:ccurr.in-g·:. 
a·t e_ .hi:gn ,:·llaftltt1de_" has :muc-h less ·ef'·fect: OU the rocket IS. 
·<. ·,"· d.traection o.f motion than> o·ne oc..curring at.· ~ low "altitude". 
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t_h·is Be.ct-ion. by ,c·on-,sider ing a t1ivo state rocket. 
·• :c -• V- I ~ 
·'.I'he lo1vve~- o:f t·ne two· stages is _ ig_Ili ted at t• 0 , and :Ls -
-- - - ·· - ·- ·- ,; .. , .. ;_·='· ··-'itne-0U,pl:e·d:-··whe-n···i-t -bu·rns· o~t ·at···· t,,·,·vvhe·n the ·upper- or· --·seco'nd--·-- ··- ----·--- - · ·· 
J - . --
.,, .~tage.·-----113 .. ign:ite.d.,: --W~ -.sha_ll denot·e all quantities _as:aoe'.-j~ated- - _ ------· 
• 1 • 
-,, 
, with -t;he rocket betor.e 'lo -- by the Subscript 1 • For insta?1:Ce, 
"••; .,i- •.-• ·"''''"'"" • • "" ,. ..• . ' . ' ' (r 
~ = t is the· dimensionless time bef o!'e t0 . and '(s, , is the- ,, " 
charac~erist.ic time. ~valuated r.or .. the 11 piggy-'back" configur-
-:-. 
. L, •. • • io, .. - •• •·• .,, ••-· ·~ -•, •• . ••••U,·- • , .. "u•• ,,. ... , • - '.-•·•, ~- -·• '."'"•·•··• •• ,• • . ~.. ••• _.. •· •· '"""•"· • • •.• ,. .. "._ ..... •··• 
,, . 
' . ' ' .... -.· .... 
" • ' ' "' ' · · · · .· .. · •- '. ,a. ,.· , .. , · • · •. ·, . '' • · •, · - - ; · .· '' ~ · ""'' · · - ' · · • .- • ·, '.·----•- ·-·~• ·•:• , ... '· -· • ·" .• -. • ·-, -=•~·.,=. ·~·.•· cr7c, ... •, co_•,., ...... -,~ -·· < ,. , .. ~ ··~, ...... c c,-.,;,_;;,. -,·--· ~ -.- ...,,.,,_., .. =·- ·-·/ •., .,c '-""· .• '· · "·' " 
· .· The.r~· .. are three distinct as-pe~ts of· determining the 
./ 
response to a unit impulse of wind. The first .. ·"t,wo· are the 
..., 
. ' ~ 
b.Y an impl1l-.s,e occ-urring earlier, we merely apply equation 
(:2--1 1) -. 
. ', .. ,..&.. .•• 
._Thu~:, 
. 1. 
- - /6!! c;.;_ (l Ii ) 
- . ~ 1 ~)z; ' . (2-1s) - . 
,. 
. . ··b •. If we want tl}e value of f.7 at any time t >c0 caused 
by. an impu-ls,e 00e-u~-P-:in-g-·.earlie .. r.,. b11t. after t~·- , . we.use .equ_atton,:--· 
.,, ·• :c:..: ,j., .• . - ~ . -- ' • ..; • 
/' - (2-11) ag'atn. Thus, , h~(~,-cJ = ;.. lh~:"6zJ., o,r~J;) ' · . ·. (,;-lb) 
• ,., .. , ...... , C •. But if we want the value of e at any time t>4, caused. 
• ·• - • --"-...";'.'" '.\"" , ... ,. • ~., .- ;;'· ••"•'w 
h~·-r r.1. -~ iYr.'1pu~se eccurring at t,., ~ t0 , we. must determine the values 
-0f -</J. ,. r/) 1 -, -'sand. f 'that the. seC,0Q{l stage inhfurited at the .s,.· 
' 
'>. · time it w~s born, t~ . 
' I, 
. ~ :•,:. '. . 
Then,- we. can.·--consider the· second sta~ 
. -·------.. --~---------------· 
.. 
\.' " 
.,,, ..... , ... , .. • I 
" 







. .. , . : \ t 
- ') 
:6,' "·6 -c.. -
\ 
- -- . - . - - ~:~ 
- . .· ---- ·--~ ---- -----~ - __ r - . 'I.., -. - • ,.- -
~~.~------·~cr·'Im'.lncntn:'"",rt-t1:me·~t-1rornttt±orm~· 
. . 
No~, the values of!./ and S for' the rocket just before 
• . 0 
(' , ., :r?_ ~~ -· 
>ec,~,c,•,o,,••·•,,c.,,,.,a.,-,.•~',~W,.~Cc~l.l.eaM,\,o.,,O•""•••~'';;,,,•.\='-'";'-,"''·-''f.o are_. going to. be the same for bo~h, stages, one and two, just 
after t0 • Also, since the rocket is free of mechanical im-
' -· - -- - - ---- -- - --- ---- -· -·-----,---~- - - ----·---~ ------ -- -·---------.- --- .. ·'"llo" ... - - .. - - . 
. perfec.tions, there are no angular impulses. d.eve·loped .during . ' ~ 
- . - - . - . - . - . - . - - ·--. -- -- . -
. . : -:.:.·-·: - . 
'l;he separation process at time· l:o ·• As a result, both stages 
.- will have the same angular velocity _just after they separate 
..... ,. 
..._,. . 
·as they did just bef~re i0 ,when th~y 'r~rmed a single rlgid 
~ . . ~ 
,( ~-
#, ' b·ody. . ...... ·--~·- .~.' ., ... .,.,. ' . . . , ' . 
'o_!f d ~ _ A / .I.. 
e>C, dt -~ - .r, t,, 
• 
Now, c/, == 
~.,.~-·-··"'"' ................. - ... -.. ,, .. .,.,_.,_.. ... _._ .. _ , .......... - ... ·~- .·· · · · .... _,~····· ·-···· -·-·--·· ·• -·- '·· ··· · r·' ····· · -· ·· ·- ·. , ............ ;..~-.--·-... ·····'"·· ,: 
. - . ...... . ....... , .... ,,.,--~- ... ,,,.,,, ., ofi . ~ ;: r/1 If --~ . --~ -":;>·" ~-·~-- ·'"·-···· .. .. , .. ·'- __ ,_ ,--- - - ........ . 
~ dt ~~ 
:..._ -•, ·;-····---··· -.~--- ----·---.--- .·---~ .. -.. ~ ..... ~;_.!. -_ -~-· -~ ...:-:1··· ·-···· . 
~.' 
Hence, we ha\re"'the initial conditions for the second stage 
to , ,, 
(., , .... _ . ,.- , . _ .• . ,; .•. ,; , <·"-.,:~ d," ~ ~; 7 _ -; ,_ ... '·-· ,-. • - ,, • -~- _ ·' , • • ,_- _ ,_ . : , . ;, ·~-- , .. ., .- . .s• • -,•--- . ,ce =· , .. ,. :_' • •,, ·-,\ . •···. ,, ,., , , -~ • .-=en~-•--, ,n• ,_ •, ;'.. · ,,c•, · ,:. -"·-·.,,>,-i•- ·.a. 4 •cc.,, , '''"""'~,;i:· :. :,, ·-,.-~ -,,-- , ,,, , 
! --- ..... - . , ... . . ~- ,. . ,,~.r·" . ,r· . 
. -- .. ---...;.:.......-.;. ... ~--- - - . 
,,/1(-t0)::: A1(t.) 'ff 'f: 4i 
at 
~ {60 ) = d, (to} ·- -~--- ·.r --. ·- ! .. . ~ .. 
( 
l 
and the solution will be 
··· ·· ·· ·•· ···.·.· --;<··· · ··-· · · ··· · ~ 1(~,Q).=i=, .t~)tf/G1pf~)-+ ·{(')tf~_,,J+: .P1.l!.f() {J.(~.,~). ~.;_18)? ·.··-· -··· 
. :,S, ·1 . .... 
r . ' 
···.•. \" . by. equations .. (1-47 r. -· .... ·-· -·-·· ' .. , ·-
• • . ~ 
Then,by eq~ati~ns (l-34f and (1-34) and the lact that 
the impulse gives an angular velocity to the rocket'of 
.t&.w«fl1.:sv.111.ow 1..»uwzui;i 
-~---·--:~!:,~~-~-~.~~ .... ;:,-~1)'"1..~4:.:1 .. ·~; .... _:·.· .. ___ · __ .. ,:.:.: ___ ,.,,,,.--~~---,.,,,;.,··'·"""""·: ~-···-..,.,,...:.,...~~""""""'"'~""""'· .,...,..·.~:"""""·. ~. ·~: ... 




"""1io>r · r'· 
.. ,., ... , .. 
·: .• _'=r; 









·-2 7 ... _· . -- --.-.- --·-
- .• . . ·- ' + 
• ., :-, • ~ J:;, , 1 ~ 10-u.ui., i,.,01.u:•"•""'"'~1"t._............,.....,,__....._.._...._...:.:.. ___ _.._:_,.__:~ ... _.,__:.,, __ . -· -lloll ~= 
~·•·--"'~'""""""''''",...".U•,..--m........,...........,.<==~--=m~=-·>•=•v~,w--•==~=w"""''__....."""" . ~ l . , . 
· '; ~ . .. · -i ffo} -:::: ,,/) (~ c;, )~ = _, ll>Tf &iJ J / (~. ~ ) · · '""j · 
-<i /. er '.) 2': I '4.,1 0 . 
4:::: ~ ~ .. 
di(~c;) =. -~,r~ Cos;,:~2..c~)\ 
?; . ~ H(f;.1 •. !,. J 
. . ~ , ,., ~--· ,.,.Jr . 
' V'l.) '.,- . 
'l 
- -/6/f e;; I 




Hence, substituting {2-19) into (2-18-), and noting from (1-39) 
' 
that ~=/ ! we have the direction of lllOtion of the ;.:iecond • 
('> 
. . 
, stage caused by· an Impulse occurring before ·t-he first and-·· 
second stages separated,namely 1 
... . 
... ~-- '· 
,.,.. •·' • ••••-r •• _. • •••• •••"• ,_,,., •"•. -"""• ·'-~ .. - •' ,_,, ,,o,,o,.,,,,.,,,,,o•·· .__ •• o••··•,-r·,••,<-.,,.-oe,,""•·••)'""''~'~"~~----,H, ,- • '' "O•o S >• • '•, •• • ·- •• O O 'q ,, •, ,~ '<'' •, • .o•>,o o o,, O ,,•,, .. , •• o'e,•, -~,,._.,,.,.,.,, •. , •.• ; .... ; ........ ,.,,..,~,,•" ~ .. ,,,, .. , o .. '• O .... ,, • • o ''"" 'O, 00o•• • • ·•' -·' '•' .. ,_ 'O




Ai, l\J~) = -~'';,r:;J fr\\)+ ,-1,r~J~J.,r~J;) ... :. . ·, . ·_ 
' ' ., . ' cJ . '' , // . ,• ' 
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. ,. ') 
; .. 
~:·, ·"-, .,. -, ';· 
: .. · (CIW'fr;1(:.>-~f:i, (1: 
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THE DIRECTION OF MOTION CAUSED ' :_?· 
' , 
BY s·rNUSOIDAL WIND PROFILES . ·~. 
Suppose there .is a wind blowing from right to left 
. ,.:-
.,,.,,,,.,,,., ...... 
• .- ~ . I • 




. . . .. .. - .. " . . ,,L I - . ' 
Ulr)= 1,,/,, CN(l.lff z+,Z) where 7 19. the wavelength and cP. 1~ .. 
•'• ' · •c:=
0
1 :·~,;"':, ··• ._-;.•,,. ··•-• •: • 
-~ 
. . 
. a phase an~le. Fo~ all practical purposes,.there is_ v~ry 
......_ ._v .. 
' 
.. little difference between the altitude and the distance 
\.. • • · 11. . . • - . .. • " . ·-. . ·-· · \,. :::0 
,_ 
traveled along the trajectort. We will introduce only 
. . 
slight erro·r by assuming that .l = r'. Then, by equation (l-20), 
• •" ,H•\.0 
· .2 will be given by ~ ~'L • So that tJ.{2}:::u.co~(1rf,+f,}becomas 
. 
... , ._ .. , ... ~--· ·~ .. ,:;- ··· . .'' ... ~ ---.~:· '_ :· . . 
,, ,,, \ 
- --. . .. .. -(!~r;, ·· ..... · ·····-·-
(. 
-
· ·· where we have set ; (:J-2), 
To determine the behavior of, the direction of motion 
. J 
~~-- .... :itt 'th.is wind, we substitu~e (3-1) into equation (2-2) • Thus, 
( 
. 
~~ ' -~ 
e("'"'c):::: Uo CoJ.~,,t:AJ~'"+t/; 4~crJ /~ . 
,· 
....... -•, "" • • "''' •• •- ' • • '•' "·•·••• ,., •·•-•• •••• ·~•-•»•U-•~Ho.', "'~~••• ,, ... ~. •• ' .. ,~,-.,.-,~' ,-,·~•'"'"''" 
We Wiii lllake things, easi8r f6I' C>\lI'selV8S bj-'iiSing tj iil.steacr---------- ·--
of ~ for the d1].ltmly yariable of integration.-.. Recalling the 
/ 
expression for h.(1,ri)from. equation (2'."'10), 
' 
. ' ' 
- f ,. •' • ' 
, /J11f'1/I)_=: -g1[fc~,i_-C~~)- ~-:,:~~>[+/tlnr)-S/bl}f '~4;:~JJJll~~i,w~ft:,_t~)j _-( < ')~ ·, • • • ' '..,--1:'· • '.. -
.... ,• ,{,., .,. . . .., ) ' 
~., ... _.,. ... ~ .. ,. .. 
' , .. 
. ·, --:;:/- . 
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' ; • , .• a, ;.:..;;· - ; . • •• • ,.--.,< '>•.-;,·•·"• .~-. -··-·· -
,. 
C• 
.. . . "~.. ' . ~ · .. : ~-,_ '··: . - . 
. . ~ 
. 
.. . •.. -r· ... ,-~~ ... . ....~-· .~-~ ' ·-
--. ' 
"' :, .. · 
-·-- ~!;,-;~:-·"1· .''. ------"4-~~--:-.. ,----:--~--- -·· 
• I 
- - ----- -- ____ _!_ _____ ·: ____ •• 
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. ly have any effect on the rocket at a11. Figure -7 also shows 
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The· -two· curv-e·s of- f igur-e-- .. 8. al-s-o show -that -high frequency . ,-- __ 
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If t(=l/,Cos~11/1~) - t.l. c.p.s{R11u,,-z.+') , then. f(,,~c) 
-t::__ ... 
, is given by r 
O ~ r- . i . --- -· .,,,:- -- ... ·. ___ c , .........• ; ii J(~~) -= i Co~(r4ffec,7t.;,'+(l)h,(~~),I~ . . ff--/), , ,,,,,, , , 
'.\. • "t:, 
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.f -- - ~-,·wher~ h,("C)=. -(!Jf~ . ..r-,;,~n(rt.~.l) by equation~·-(2-13) and., 
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' ' 0 ~ ~ --..,,.,,,,. 
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(3~4), cS'(~&)is given by , .. _ J 1- -
: -:- CO-S. (~,r~~-i.+!P,) 
~ r_,t:_ (w~ 1) V 
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. 
_ -4- [cos (;t Ii w ;~+ tP. )co.s .r,r(~t.,~) +-·.s-, ~ (t1rw r; -rtf.) .s ,., .itr~ 1-e':) 
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If we let -\~~ -~ .i 
- - ---- -- ----- --- ·'-. _: __ : -:. : ' --. --- 'J 
l'~ 
\~ 
'- , .. :.· ..... When fAJ=I, we again have the. izidetermina~e form i .... 
. '\:> ;' 
_ ... ~--i" 
. ·, j ' 
· - fv-16,) s·t-and for the -n~er-a tor, ---then- L-'h~-sp .. ital.! .. s .... Rul.e .. -.. yie_lds .. ;··_----·-···---------.--------.---·---~--,--
- dNw) 11;,, l-7s} I<,c)-= ..1.. 1,m d,.,.,: 
'4) -'I/ ( ~7,/ t/o ~'If~ Cu-ti d-(c:J\.J) 
d14, ,, 
{4-5) • . 
' ·~ 
Now ~~ Z.S,h{~11~~~)- ~lf l',/ $1i, (.i,ra,','+I) C~s -:tfT(l'':.r;) 
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Setting -t;J=I -in this an:4 substitu-ting the resu-lt into (4-3l -, '. ·---. · -- -i 
-
. - -· 
we get 
.(-V,J dC;;:'C)::= iic f;."IT(~!.&,1 }.SJ;,(.a,r,rt.,..~ - Sn,(ofll~/-1-tA)~;._aTF(,;~~) f. . . .. fA-_4)-... 
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It should be' noted here that J'/t;,.c) 1becomes uilbpunded 
,. 
when W=I , b.ut t~at [(r,."&) approaches zero when (,J)# I as 
" \-· 
. i 





, ,.. i1 
' . . sh~wn by', (~.:.4r~nd {4-2) • It should also be noted that . I : 
· ·· · .. ·. ··· · · none, of our result~ are valid when any of th8 ··angle$ ,~f ~ i;'.:F'~<=,=,,-~-..~~=-~·;,,"\ 
. . . ~ ' ,: ~ . ::~ 




duction are no ionger valid. However,, if' {4-4) were valid. l 
j .fl --
for large values of ~, we would have a --very ·unusual pheno-
~· . 
' • J / • •• '> 
menon because the direction of' motion 'would approach a -finite 
value with ever decreasing oscillations while ~he yaw oscil-
-lates with ever. inc.reasing. amplitudel --·· ·- ...... -·· -·· ....... ····· . ., ...... ··-··,. ' . • . • ..... ' "" • i .-~,."- • :. .... •• • • • • "'t,.- • ,, '""' 
- -
-3-c, and 3-d are.given below. 
,., _... ,_ .. ,_ .. 'ft.;._a. - If. ti= tlo co.s-~,rf ~,. then 
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! 4-c. If we are ·interested in the effect of· a cosine wave 
./) "' 't. 
b0ginning at the launcher tip, we must choose 'f'o:::: -~lft,Jlp • 
. .. 
Thetl 6(~l') = fc (r:PJ ~), where 
p. 
/> 
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4-d. If ·.we are in.terested in the effect of a sine wave be-. \..., -
/ ginning at the launcher tip, we·must ch,oOse f-=--~nto~,.__j,r. 
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IN A RANDOM WIND~ 
One~ p~actical applicatio~ of the t~e9ry of rockets 
is predicting where a. rocket will fall to the ground. This 
, point of impact is -r~adily calculated if the direction of 
. ' . 
f' . • ' 
motion at burnout c'"an be p~edicted. In our .case, the direc~ 
I 
· ti·o;n· ·of motio·n of· an ·ideal rocket -at burnout .. 1.s.· .. completely 
determined by the wind.- So that0 if the wind profile is 




calculation •. . ·( ,., -~ 
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rr·, however, the wind speeds are not accurately known 
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ge't a· good indi~ati.ort of what: to expect when _a great number 
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of rockets are ·fiJ'e"d_>~ne- a, c.ertain statistical _property of 
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-the.,-wind· qan be found. 
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. If one· rocket is fired .. , .1.t_:$ direction .0-f.· nio::t.i.on: at· 
·burnout is -given by 
e(~b)= f_r;bhe(~J'b)J~, ··········.··c············ ............................ {,-,) •.. 
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"' If· another rocket is fired at the same time, 'i t.s ,• . ,, 
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direction of mot.ion- at- .burnout is giveI). by 
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time·,. record the value· of' e (~b) [or each, square these 




.. rockets, we will· obtain the mean squared·· va'.lue of the ·angle _ · 
'"' .. • 
. .. 
- def·ining the ,di"Tection ·of motion fo·:ra- --th-e whcrle e·nsemble or :, 
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rocket firings. This quantity will be de~oted by'. /e~~l-- .. 
-
_ .. ~- ''ve 
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Nothing is changed __ 1~- ( 6-2) ir we combine -·the two ~e.:par_ate ... , 
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is done, it is evident that the a~eraging process operates 
only _o_ri. the product £A(~) 4(;) inside the· integral. Hence~, 
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Now, (t;t(5'1)v({r;._)"v~is the statistical property of tile.wind 
that we mentioned· above.· It· is call.ed~4he ___ .cr·o,ss correla~ion' 
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~ · The expo_nentia.l cosine functi9n appe,~i,s. in_ m!.nr natural ran-- -
..,. " 
.. ;~--- ·-----------,·--<-. ·- .. -- ... dom -p:r:oce·s·ses · .that -have a zero nie.a.n val tie•* Therefore 9 _ when . 
. r 
. . -
we use (6-4) in the general expression (6-3), we are stipu~ 
- . . ( ) 
.. . 4 
the wind _profile does not have a~ zero mean, in which case, 
·~it ·is quite proba~le that the correlation runction. w-ould be 
the special case of (6-4) with f=o. 
. . ,. . 
~ubstituting {6-3) into {6-2). and usl,ng · r: .sc'Z. 
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t~on, /-:2-..?- 4-1 1 must be covered in two parts:, 
1-z'"".3-1, where I ~'l-1;/I = ~1._~1. 
;-3-4-/, where l ~ 1- &/ I ~ ~/-t/ . 
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_gration, we need only evaluate, one of the integrals. and. 
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very common to other natural phenomina.* 
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